Recall processes for biliary cytology in primary sclerosing cholangitis.
Patients with primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC) are at an increased risk for cholangiocarcinoma (CCA). Distinguishing benign from malignant biliary strictures with routine biliary cytology in this population is challenging. In this review, we examine the strengths and limitations of biliary cytology, review the application of other techniques to help minimize these limitations and present a pragmatic approach to address biliary cytology findings when encountered in PSC. Limitations of biliary cytology and other diagnostic studies have driven the development of new techniques and applications of existing technologies to improve our ability to diagnose CCA in PSC. Polysomy when detected on fluorescence in-situ hybridization (FISH) is an independent predictor for the development of CCA. The application of imaging techniques and serologic testing such as carbohydrate antigen 19-9 may further enhance our ability to risk stratify patients. Recent studies suggest that proteomics may allow for the identification of novel biomarkers that could enhance our ability to detect CCA. Given the inherent challenge of establishing a diagnosis of CCA, providers should apply a multifaceted approach that involves biliary cytology, FISH, serologic testing and advanced imaging techniques when CCA is suspected in patients with PSC.